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Sylvia Saved the Islands
By Judy A. Fogle
In 1970, plans were being
made to remove every
building on the Manitou
Islands, even the Lighthouse,
making the Manitou Islands
all wilderness.
Sylvia Kruger and her family had been
visiting South Manitou Island since 1965, and
purchased land at the four corners of Ohio and
Chicago Roads (SE corner) in 1970. Island
friends were made that have lasted her
lifetime. The National Park Service announced
that they were purchasing the Islands and the
shoreline around the Sleeping Bear Dunes.
Folks that owned land were asked to sell their
property and homes to the NPS for a minimal
amount of dollars with no thoughts of saving
the history. Something clicked in the back of
Sylvia’s mind stemming from her work with the
Michigan libraries in the area of genealogy.
After some research, she found some options:
1. If you had bought property in a
certain year, you could have permanent
residency and pass it on to family or
anyone.
2. You could purchase a lifetime
lease.
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3. You could lease your place for 15
years, and take less for your property
and home.
Island history needed to be recorded and
preserved for future generations. Sylvia spent
10 years writing letters and researching laws to
save the history and buildings. By working
closely with Glenn Furst and Manitou Islands
Memorial Society; many buildings, houses and
the Lighthouse remained. Restoration and
preservation is an on-going process.
Sylvia kept well documented records,
which were saved in several boxes. Last fall,
these records were passed to MIMS to aide in
the preservation of SMI history. After
reviewing these records, they will be accepted
by NPS in Empire later this year.
Sylvia’s last visit to SMI was 1989, when
she started spending more time in Israel to be
closer to her children. Her trip home this past
fall was to sell her home and move
permanently to Israel. Sylvia was delighted to
hear of restoration efforts on the islands with
building, history, landscapes, the Lighthouse,
and the volunteers that make it all possible.
Sylvia had no idea that the buildings that she
helped save are now used to house volunteers
that help preserve island history!
Thank you, Sylvia.
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Annual Meeting, Sunday, July 28, 2013
This past year’s Annual Meeting was
well attended with descendants and spouses
of Manitou Islands residents:
Paul and Sue Rocheleau; Robert Beck;
Carol Sanctorum; Dale Hutzler; Julie Morris
and Jacquelyn Kendall; Pat Plumley; Rich
and Sue Riker; Linda and Daryl Wolf
passed campers/residents:
Jeff Reuteler and Judy Fogle
and National Park Service speaker:
Lee Jameson

Jameson spoke about specific projects with
the NPS:
1. Landscape clearing completed by SEEDS
of Traverse City Historic Preservation
(high school students)
2. Remove non-native species – black
locust and turn into lumber
3. SEEDS removed lead paint and painted
the Fog Whistle House
4. Foundation reviewed and repaired on
Fred Burdick house, Museum, and other
buildings.
5. Recorded history from descendants and
homeowners.
6. NPS is very appreciative of volunteer
work, especially with the budget cuts.
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7. Discussion to open road from back of
the Lighthouse living quarters.
8. Work on the August Beck basement
which is made of foundation rock and
fieldstones.
9. The black locust lumber will be used for
restoration at Port Onieda, because this
lumber is rot resistant.
Important: Contacts should be made to
Lee Jameson for MIMS members to be
contacted by an interpreter for an interview
about your life on the Island or your
descendants. lee_jameson@nps.gov
Treasurers report given. (View Treasurers
Report in this Newsletter).
Excursion to South Manitou Island on
Saturday, July 27, 2013, attended by Paul and
Sue Rocheleau; and Lois and Daryl Wolf.
Newsletters can be viewed back to 1989
on the website if you are a member of MIMS.
Website (View Website in this Newsletter)
Report on Summer Events: Theodore Beck
(Lodge) rebuilt pump house, added new
foundation, set straight three walls, roof frame
and deck added by Paul Rocheleau.
Future restoration of the August Beck
house: Work was not done on the August Beck
House summer of 2013. Plans for 2014
include: Paint lower portion of stairway,
remove kitchen counter and replace with a
more “period” one, paint ceiling in kitchen,
finish kitchen floor, wax dining room and
kitchen floor.
Election of officers:
Robert Beck elected Vice President
Judy A. Fogle elected Secretary
Jeff Reuteler elected Member-at-Large
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Stories told by MIMS members of
South and North Manitou – of their
families or those that lived there.
Bob Beck: Great Grandson of August Beck.
Discovered MIMS from the internet – made
contact with Rhonda Kruch, who invited
him to volunteer in 2009, he was nervous
because he knew they didn’t know him and
he didn’t know them – and then when he
arrived he was treated like a celebrity.
Bob’s father lived on the SMI until he was
three years old. Bob has enjoyed learning
about his heritage.
Jeff Reutler: first came camping in 1982 –
enjoyed hiking to the A-frame – is now an
avid volunteer with Island restoration.
Julie Morris: Grandparents are Ethel Furst
Stormer and Joe Stormer. Julie spoke of the
fun rolling rocks down the sand dunes into
Lake Michigan. Enjoyed tours with her
Grandmother who was in her 80’s at the
time.
Pat Pumley: Mom – Anne Gallivan Miller,
schoolteacher on North Manitou Island –
Carl Maleski made best wine.
Carol Sanctorum: Grandmother was on the
governess side – Paul Maleski; she last
visited NMI with a couple from New York –
found it fantastic; her Great Grandparents
were headed to Traverse City Bay,
Michigan, but the captain didn’t want to go
there and said to them, “You need to stay
here, they need people.”
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Lois Wolf: Daughter of Betty Tobin/Hopkins
– grandparents Tobin/Hutzler – Artist of
note cards with lighthouse picture. Tobin
was the last Lighthouse Keeper.
Daryl Wolf: Married in 1964 to Lois and has
made 3 trips to SMI, and many other islands
Rich Riker: Came to the island in 1953 –
moved gear to the Island (SMI) on the
Smiling Thru (George Grosvenor’s boat) cut grass at the Theodore Beck lodge and
filled the water tank at the pump house –
cared for the campgrounds, lumber camps –
remembered when the US Navy did target
practice on the west side of SMI – older
brother, Russ drafted in 1968 and injured –
Rich was drafted 3 months later – and their
younger brother, Ronald (Ronnie) drowned
while swimming by the Morazan with
Wayne Shirk and Fred Kramer. Rich is the
last person living to have lived on South
Manitou Island all year round.
Sue Riker, wife of Rich, loves the Island
also. Married in 1971.
Paul Rocheleau, great grandson of
Theodore Beck (Lodge) – August Beck and
Theodore Beck were brothers.
Sue Rocheleau, wife of Paul, was proposed
to on the porch of the Theodore Beck lodge.
Lee Jameson: Proposed to his wife on Gull
Point, 1979; Marie Smith used Raid for
mosquito repellant; Burdick Hotel had an
elevated water tank to provide gravity fed
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water - The tower leaned so it was called
the Tilt'n Hilton.; Lee worked on the
Lighthouse – white wash formula on the fog
building; – one day, very windy, George
Grosvenor had a load of shingles for the
Rangers Station, knew he couldn’t land his
boat – and he wasn’t taking all those
shingles back to mainland – so he studied
the wind direction and threw the bundled
shingles overboard, in the direction of land
– when the bundles were opened sand in
the shingles made them slide apart and off
the roof – so each shingle had to be
brushed clean of sand; Marie Smith said,
“The best thing the Park Service had done
was restoration work of the Lighthouse.”
That year he worked on the Lighthouse –
Keeper Quarters Roof – fog signal building has painted the Lighthouse two times – and
the procedure has changed immensely.
Dale Hutzler: NMI – his father was
Lighthouse Keeper from South to North to
get promotion – Dale was born on NMI –
then back to SMI and lived in Lighthouse
three years – lived in store – which is now
Museum – they moved to Charlevoix so
Dale could go to high school – glad to leave
island – schoolhouse was in middle of Island
so all had equal chance to go to school – got
swatted a lot by schoolteachers, who came
single and left married – Got Haas and
Becks from Germany – made claim of
acreage and sold in spring – dynamited
stumps – moved to homestead on old
Erickson farm with little lake (250 acres)
above the houses – used at boom in
Charlevoix – lived right on the channel!
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Judy Fogle: First came in 1974 with her
husband, Don and dog, staying at the
Shapley cabin (Red Cabbage), room from
Marie Smith’s home. Returned in 1981 with
children and kept returning until 1997.
Enjoyed meeting, and becoming friends
with the Islanders and staff of the National
Park Service.

From: the President’s Desk, Paul
Rocheleau
This summer 2014,
MIMS will again be
organizing projects on South
Manitou Island. We plan on
working at the Theodore Beck Farmhouse.
MIMS plans on working on the pump house
and porches. Other projects are still in the
planning stages. Volunteers are still needed.
Please e-mail or write if you are interested in
helping with these way or any other projects
this summer.
On Saturday, July 27, 2013, I visited South
Manitou Island with my wife, Sue. The day
started off with clouds and looked like it might
rain as we started off, but as the day
progressed we had less clouds and more sun.
We were surprised to find out, by chance, that
Linda Wolf and her husband,
Daryl, were also visiting the Island the same
day. Linda was kind enough this past year to
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share with MIMS a painting of hers, the South
Manitou Lighthouse, which she allowed us to
use in a note card which MIMS is selling as a
fundraiser.

During the course of the day Sue and I
stopped at Lake Florence and then walked on
to the Theodore Beck farmhouse. We made
our way back by way of the beach and on to
the Lighthouse.
The following day Sunday, MIMS held the
annual meeting in Empire
Thank you MIMS members; you are helping
to protect and preserve the history of the
Manitou Islands.
Volunteers are always welcome to join me
with work on Theodore Beck house. Please call
or e-mail if you are interested. (989) 773-3595
or paul@manitouislandsmemorialsociety.org
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Reminder
Just a reminder, your annual membership
of $10 ($10.58 if paid on PayPal) is due on
January 1st and runs from January through
December. Most of this annual
membership is used to mail the newsletter
twice a year. It is important to your
membership current to help with this cost.
With our last newsletter, we added a sticky
note for those members whose
membership has expired. If you would like
to receive the next newsletter, please
renew your membership. Also consider
adding a donation to help fund educational
and preservation projects on the islands.
We appreciate your help!
www.manitouislandsmemorialsociety.org

You are WELCOME to
invite your families and
friends to become
members of the Manitou
Islands Memorial Society.
$10.00 per year! Tell us
your story on how you are
related to the Islands.
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From: the
Treasurer’s Desk,
Rhonda Kruch
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Jigsaw Puzzle

Currently the approximate amounts in
our accounts are as follows:
Glenn Furst Account: $10,073.86
Haas Account: $407.96
Relight the Light Account: $100.31
Checking Account: $5,611.26

MIMS Website
Check out the MIMS website:
www.manitouislandsmemorialsociety.org
We are still adding information – PayPal is
in place. You will be able complete the
Membership Form and Photo Release Form
(download and forward online) etc. We are
open to suggestions as well.
If you are a member (dues currently paid) –
you will be able to read the newsletters,
minutes, and view photographs online. You
will need to login and give yourself a password.
Our thanks to Dhammika Welipitiya of iLeo
Technology, Okemos, Michigan, for
coordinating our site. www.ileotechnology.com

1871 Plan for New Light House Tower
at South Manitou Island 500 piece jigsaw
puzzle. This is the website (made in
Michigan). This puzzle is also available at
Schuler’s Book Store.
http://www.michiganology.com/collection
s/puzzles/products/south-manitoulighthouse-architectural-drawing

Haas Exhibit Completed
The Haas House Project has been
completed. Eighteen framed photos, tables,
and text signage were delivered to the Sleeping
Bear Dunes National Lakeshore in Empire,
Michigan, on November 14, 2013. Thanks to
Fox Studios, Lisa Myers, Laura Quackenbush,
Lisa Grieble, Tom Uhlrich, Linda Henry, Rhonda
Kruch, and Paul Rocheleau who invested many
hours for this accomplishment.
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History in the Making
By Margaret Wince
History is often imagined as being valid
only if it is in a black and white photograph or
in a book, or so long ago there never was a
picture at all. On South Manitou Island, could it
only be made of ships and boats and storms
and names like Hutzler or Beck? Could the
history of my own friends, alive and in color, be
worthy of the word?

We did not come to the Island last June to
reminisce, but to live a new adventure
ourselves and provide one for our kids in an
unrelated, yet still-a-family group that has been
building its own history for decades. Planning
the adventure was longtime Manitou-nik Judy
Fogle, with one of her daughters, Amanda
Jones, and two of her granddaughters, Amber
Jones and Helen Sachs, from both of her
daughters. Leader of all hikes and a complete
circumnavigation of the Island fondly referred
to as “the death march” was Kathy Bietau,
former seasonal ranger on both Manitous from
1984 to 1990. Tagging along were Margaret
Wince and Rebecca Myers, mother and
daughter who may live in Ohio but keep one
heartbeat in Michigan. The caboose was
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Kathy’s grandson, Evan Crawford, our only boy,
but affable all boy, I might add.
Was this group noticeably remarkable?
Would it stand out among the thousands of
campers and visitors South Manitou Island
welcomes each year descending from the
Mishe-Mokwa or any private vessel pulling
ashore? Other than it taking three portages to
Bay Campground for a four-day stay because
“you never know what you may need when you
have kids with you,” probably not. But if it were
measured by the history in our own hearts, the
knowledge of and reverence for the Island in
our own minds, maybe.
Judy’s family had had access to one of the
last-to-fall cabins (Shapley’s Red Cabbage) in
the woods that originally was rebuilt from a
room of a house that was located near the
schoolhouse. For 18 years her children were
able to spend a large part of their summers
exploring the Island and chilling with the
tourists and Islanders, and eventually bonding
for life with that ranger I told you about.
(Amanda even married her stepson in later
years!) While the cabin was eventually
demolished and hauled away, this June an
impromptu archaeological dig was held on one
of our hikes. After stepping off the lighthouse
boardwalk, we made our way along the trail. By
instinct, Judy suddenly realized we were
“there”! Lost under a beautiful green canopy of
mature woods was nothing to see. But there
was the site. Amanda began stepping off the
imaginary perimeter. A piece of glass and roof
shingle was found. “Remember when…?” A
partially painted stone that once joined many
others to line the path lay hidden under the
forest loam. Jokes about outhouses and
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childhood tricks began to emerge. Memories of
those pivotally delicious old days flowed.
We moved on. Little did we know that
morning when we freshly skipped along the
trail to the overlook of the wreck of the
Morazan (1960 landing) that the day would end
with a spirited debate over how many miles
our 5- , 6- and 7-year-old troopers had actually
“trooped.” “Was it 12, 13 or even 14 miles?”
Each map and pamphlet we referenced made
the hike seem longer; our journey became epic.
From the cormorant covered shipwreck to
group selfies on the new boardwalk and
strategically placed bench in the Cedars (Oh
thank you!), the children stepped lightly.
Margaret apparently loved this spot so much
that she and the ranger retraced a mile back to
it to retrieve her “Life is Good” hat. Indeed it
was.

A long travail to the top of the dunes — to
the top of the world! — was quickly forgotten
when the sound of vast Michigan could be
detected dune-side. The ever-rising trail,
abloom with dune lily, weighted down the

elders, but put wings to the children, lifting
them to the view of blue well ahead of us,
leaving forever in our eyes the image of them
dancing into the sky. Do not miss this place
where the dune trail leads to The Lake where
you may feel the ghosts of folks like Kathy and
Margaret geekfully discussing erosion and the
differences between Pitcher’s thistle and
wormwood. Be alive to the rushing delight of
the soft and sandy, flying descent to the beach.
It made the most memorable moment of 2013
for me, alas, now history.
If you find yourself an hour or two later in a
creepy gloom of impending storms along the
algae-riddled south shore, counting your steps
to Weather Station for water, thanking yourself
for hauling hot and heavy raingear all day with
a cloudless horizon, keep in mind the glory of a
sunny lunch and freezing but obligatory swim
with tireless children at the base of the most
enormous, unspoiled dunes one can find
anywhere. Death marching is always worth it.
Completing the circle along South
Manitou’s Island shore the next day, we left
Grandma Judy and her grand backpack of fun
to entertain the kids at camp. Amanda and
Kathy led us through time again, finding the
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gated and hidden cemetery in the woods (best
final resting place ever) along the Popple Trail
past juniper-filled acres that were remembered
to have been clear not that long ago. How the
land reclaims itself is announced again and
again on this Island if you return here over
time. How one steps from one distinct
ecosystem into another in just minutes here
amazes. A lingering stop at the larger cemetery
found Kathy visiting the graves of old ones she
once knew. Some were longtime residents,
some had crazy stories, all old friends. It struck
me then how rich would be my own memories
later: of rounding Gull Point nearing day’s end,
of frigid baths, of Helen and her temporary pet
Toadie, of Evan’s super-long shoelaces, of
Rebecca’s laughing and gleeful hiatus from
technology, of Amanda’s patient mothering.

And memories of the two trail-wise and
bearded fellow campers who would stop in for
a chat to amuse the youth with woodsy lore
and twinkles in their eyes like professional “Mr.
Naturals.” One was purported to be a professor
from Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo,
Michigan, who used to bring groups of college
students to the Island, but these gentlemen
would never boast; instead, they would turn
their full attention to the silliness of the little
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beasties before their own memory-making
trek.
The children were very excited when they
were made honorary Junior Rangers – badges
included.

We won’t soon forget the morning amble
along the beach with John Fekete, a district
park ranger, and his wife, Marilyn (who
brought us a tasty picnic), peacefully chatting
with Kathy for hours about the Island’s goingson during their tenure, or the friendly new
seasonal ranger, leading lighthouse tours and
telling the tales of long ago Island dwellers
along with the issuing of permits and rules.
Neither would we forget the bravery of Amber
finally climbing to the lighthouse top, nor
seeing Amanda and Rebecca challenge each
other to find the elusive Petoskey. Nothing is
static here.
Later, when you find three children hideand-seeking and playing pretend on a dune,
choosing the most beautiful of stones from an
infinite pile, know that the glowing distant
lighthouse may hold the history of a singular
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and exciting time on South Manitou Island yet
so do these fleeting moments of our own.
Hutzler Roy, was the second daughter of Jessie
and Louis Hutzler. My mother was born on
South Manitou Island in 1902 and was
delivered by Florence Haas, her grandmother
and mid-wife on the Island. Myron Vent who
wrote the first book on the history of south
Manitou Island, was my second cousin. My
Mother and I assisted Myron in the writing of
this book and I furnished many of the
illustrations. We are acknowledged in the
preface of his books.

Front: Judy Fogle and Helen Sachs; back: Margaret
Wince, Rebecca Myers, Amber Jones, Amanda
Jones, Kathy Bietau, and Evan Crawford.

Don Roy Remembers
By Donald E. Roy
I am the Great Grandson of George Johann
Hutzler. My Grandfather was Louis Hutzler, the
youngest son of George Johann. My
Grandfather married Jessie Haas, daughter of
Joseph and Florence Haas. My Mother, Jessie

Myron was also a great friend, and I
visited him many times when he lived in the
Washington, D.C. area. I have been to South
Manitou Island a number of times visiting first
in 1960 with my cousin Bud Vent, Myron’s
brother. I returned in 1962 with my Mother
and Father, and my Mother’s cousin Harrison
Haas and his wife, Ruth. We usually stayed at
the Lodge (Theodore Beck house) with Joe and
Jane Harrold. The Harrolds were also great
friends and I timed my vacations to coincide
with Jane for a number of years. After Jane’s
death there was a gap in my visits until I visited
the Island again with some of the Hutzler
cousins. Dale Hutzler is a cousin and I was also
related to Ethel Stormer through her Beck
relations. I have long been interested in the
Island and its history and collect all I can on
South Manitou Island. I maintain the HutzlerHaas Archive with materials that have come
down to me from my Great Grandmother,
Florence Haas.

Florence and Joseph Haas
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Opportunities*
Note: The cards and The South Manitou Story will be
sold at the annual meeting for $10.00 ea.
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The South Manitou Story
written by Gerald E. Crowner
About the Author:
My father, Gerald E. Crowner, was born in 1905, at Hart,
MI. His Grandparents lived in Pentwater near the Life
Saving Station where his Grandpa was a member of the
crew. It was here that Dad began learning about the life

A note card has been donated to MIMS by Linda
Wolf entitled “Going Home” South Manitou Island
Lighthouse. Linda’s mother was Betty Jean Tobin
(Hopkins) and her grandparents were Lottie and
John King Tobin. The MIMS Board would like to
extend our appreciation to Linda for this
fundraising opportunity. All proceeds go to
Manitou Islands Memorial Society. The note cards
with individual envelopes have been packaged in
groups of 10 at a cost of $15 which includes
shipping and handling. Please send your order and
payment to:

MIMS
PO Box 177
Empire, MI 49630

of a Surfman. At age 15, Dad’s family moved to
Pentwater where he signed up as a Temporary Surfman,
studying the duties of standing watch, signal sessions,
and beach cart drills. After graduating from high school,
even though he was gainfully employed at a sign
company, he inquired about serving in the Coast Guard
at the Tenth District Offices in Grand Haven. Dad signed
up, was stationed to South Manitou Island, making the
crossing from Glen Haven on December 28, 1926. Thus
began a lifelong love of the Island. Memories of
adventures on South Manitou Island with my parents
and family continue to bring joy to my heart today!
Bio written by: Lynn (Crowner) Roe, July 2012
All proceeds go to Manitou Islands Memorial Society.
The book is being sold at a cost of $15 which includes
shipping and handling. Please send your order and
payment to:
MIMS
PO Box 177
Empire, MI 49630
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MIMS
PO Box 177
Empire, MI 49630

President: Paul Rocheleau
Vice President: Robert Beck
Treasurer: Rhonda Kruch
Secretary: Judy A. Fogle
Member-at-Large: Jeff Reuteler
Website: Judy A. Fogle

The following is a list of membership/renewals and donations since our last
Summer 2014 newsletter. Thanks to our generous members.

Charles & Maudie Anderson
Robert Beck
Pat Carstensen
Johanna DeKok
Jeannette Feeheley
Judy A. Fogle
Rob and Deb Foti
Ken Gibson
Trina Haas
Pete and Jelaine Horton

Robert and Mary Anna Kruch
Sylvia Kruger
Claude Lambert
Leelanau Conservancy
Jack Lewis
Nancy and Fred Luthardt
Steve Martineau
Julie Morris & Jacquelyn
Kendall
Marc and Diana Oberschulte

Brian and Susan Price
Lynn Roe
Don Roy
Carol & Caroline Sanctorum
Jeffrey Smith
Carol Stack
Thomas Thompson
Stanley Tobin
Fred and Donna Winters
Daryl and Linda Wolf

Just a reminder, the MIMS Newsletter (Manitou Memories) is published 2 times per year by the Manitou
Islands Memorial Society and its contents may not be duplicated or reproduces in any manner without
written permission by the MIMS Executive Board.
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